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Foreword

This first official issue of A Coup of Owls has been such a wonderful experience for all of us.

We have been inundated with some fantastic work, and it was incredibly difficult for us to

choose from it all. So much so we had to close submissions for a while, as we have filled the

next three issues! The forest is full of joyful hoots! We thank all of you who submitted, and

please try us again if we couldn’t choose you this time. We will be briefly reopening

submissions from the 1st to 7th August for flash fiction only to fill a few little slots, beyond

that watch our Twitter feed for updates on future submissions.

I would also like to take a moment to thank our lovely artist, Alek, who created the

cover of this issue. It is just so beautiful that we could not stop looking at it, and it fits so well

with this issue’s stories about love, travel, change, and new perspectives. We adored these

two lovers locked in an embrace, suspended as if in water, gleaming in the darkness. They

encapsulated our remit so perfectly, and we thank the artist for her incredible work.

After the rather sedentary life we have all been living this past year, I think it fair to

say we are all longing for far-flung places, adventures outside our living rooms, and the

carefree days of easy international travel. It was no surprise that we received so many stories

about exotic places or changes in perspective. Themes of going somewhere else, leaving the

bad behind, and discovering something new about yourself were all at the forefront of these

stories. Change can come in many forms; through our relationships with others, romantic or

otherwise, a new place or person can change our perspective in all kinds of unexpected ways.

Maybe it’s waking from a long slumber and finding life has continued in your

absence, allowing you to start again, find new aspects of people, and truly enjoy a life you

have earned. Or travelling to the ends of the earth with someone you love, just to see the look

on their face when they realise everything they believed has been wonderfully and
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irrevocably altered. Or perhaps you hear a song that, like a Siren, calls to a part of you that

you never knew was missing, allowing you to move on from your pain and find a whole new

way of living and loving. Or maybe you are freed from a cage you had grown accustomed to,

but now life is your oyster, and nothing can ever stop you from exploring all it has to offer.

Of course, it could be that you just want to daydream when you are catching a train, imagine

flying through space and time, look at the world through words and what they mean. After

all, what does any of it mean? What happens when we miss that train…?

As the world begins to open up again, and we find ourselves able to explore new

places, meet new people, and find new loves, let’s hope we all have a bit more appreciation

for those around us who might be a little different. The world is a huge and wonderful place

filled with a myriad of experiences from a myriad of people. If this past year has taught us

anything, it’s that differences can – and do – bring people together if we allow our minds to

be open and our hearts to be free.

Finally, thank you for reading these wonderful stories, and we hope you enjoy them as

much as we did. Don’t forget to hoot at us and the authors and artists on Twitter, so we can all

join in on the chorus. For now, please go forth and explore...

Rhiannon Wood, Editor in Chief
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I Travelled This Far Because I Love You
by Zach Murphy

Content Warnings: none

Not your thing? Skip to page 9 for the next story.

***

‘The Antarctic cold definitely feels a lot different from the cold in Idaho,’ Adam said.

‘Sure does,’ Rodger replied as he flicked mini icicles off his thick moustache. ‘Once

we cross this next glacier wall, we’ll have reached the edge of the earth.’

Adam and Rodger trudged on with their overstuffed backpacks through the wintry

terrain, looking like a pair of snails with shells full of climbing equipment and survival

supplies.

‘I really think we should turn around,’ Adam said.

‘But we’re almost there.’

Rodger pulled out his map. A harsh gust of wind swept it off into the snowy distance.

‘See!’ Adam said. ‘Even the wind is telling us to go back!’

Rodger checked his compass. The red needle was frozen stiff, as if it had given up on

doing its one and only job. Rodger tapped the glass face of the compass, but the needle

wouldn’t budge.

‘It’s so cold that the compass broke,’ Adam said. ‘If that isn’t a sign, I don’t know

what is.’

‘It’s not broken.’ Rodger shook the compass. ‘It’s just confused.’

Adam sighed and rolled his eyes. ‘How much further do we have to go?’

Rodger pointed ahead with the focus of an Olympic athlete. ‘If we keep moving, we

should get to the glacier wall within an hour.’

Adam came to a halt and forcefully planted his boots into the snow. ‘I have something

to tell you.’

‘What?’ Rodger asked as he hiked on.

‘I don’t really think the earth is flat.’

Rodger choked on his own snot from laughing so hard. ‘You’re kidding.’
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‘Rodger!’ Adam cried. ‘It just doesn’t make sense!’

Rodger stopped. ‘Wait,’ he said. ‘You’re being serious?’

‘Yes!’

‘Did you not watch the YouTube documentary I sent you?’

‘No one ever actually watches videos that people send them. Especially when they’re

two hours long.’

‘Then why did you decide to come?’ Rodger asked.

Adam took a deep breath. ‘I thought it would be a good bonding experience.’

Rodger squinted. ‘A bonding experience?’

‘I just feel like we’ve been drifting apart from each other the past few years,’ Adam

said. ‘Like there’s this fracture growing between us.’

Rodger took a seat in the snow. ‘I’ve always wanted to accomplish something

amazing before I turn thirty,’ he said. ‘You know, to prove that there’s something special

about me.’

‘Please don’t go all Marlon Brando in On the Waterfront on me.’

‘It’s true,’ Rodger said. ‘I feel like my life has been disappointment after

disappointment.’

‘You’ve been my best and only friend for almost my whole life,’ Adam said. ‘That’s a

pretty awesome accomplishment.’

Rodger sank into a deep stare. ‘I’d shed a tear right now, but it might freeze.’

Adam smiled. ‘Let’s go,’ he said as he held his hand out to Rodger. ‘Let’s get to that

glacier wall.’

Rodger grabbed Adam’s hand and popped up from the ground. ‘To the glacier wall!’

Adam dusted the snow off of his coat. ‘After that, I’m not going any further.’

‘There is no further,’ Rodger answered emphatically.

Adam took another deep breath as they travelled on.

*

After scaling the glacier wall, Rodger and Adam pulled themselves to the top of the

summit and gazed ahead. The sun’s fading rays gently glistened across miles and miles of

frozen tundra.

Rodger dropped to his knees. ‘It’s not the edge of the earth.’

‘But it sure is a beautiful view,’ Adam said as he placed his hand on Rodger’s

shoulder.
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The Flight of Izabella
by Leah Mueller

Content Warnings: none

Not your thing? Skip to page 11 for the next story.

***

The plastic soothsayer huddled in her wooden booth, separated from the crowd by Plexiglass.

Above her head, a sign read ‘Izabella.’ Not her given name, but nothing was real in the flea

market.

Crowds of people passed through the corridors. Most of them wanted to see the

gorilla, Ivan. He sat sullenly inside his pen, surrounded by piles of bananas and wilted

lettuce.

Izabella felt resentful. She dispensed fortunes, and Ivan dangled from ropes for folks’

amusement. He was far more popular, however. This puzzled her. Ivan emitted a pungent

smell that should have acted as a deterrent.

When someone put a dollar in Izabella’s booth, her bejewelled fingers hovered above

a dusty crystal ball. They moved back and forth as she intoned, ‘Your fortune is in the stars.

Give me money, and I’ll tell you more.’

Another dull afternoon. Then, suddenly, a young girl approached, her small, grubby

hands filled to overflowing with bills. One by one, she plugged them into the machine.

Izabella did her best to keep up. She dispensed a series of cards printed with lucky numbers

and begged the girl for additional cash.

Without warning, Izabella’s booth began to shake as if it were in the throes of an

earthquake. She tried to continue her work, but all her attempts proved useless. The crystal

ball detached from its pedestal, rolled from the table, and hit the floor with a dull thud.

Izabella heard a ripping sound and realised that her booth’s steel brackets had given

way.

When the enclosure unmoored itself and ascended through the linoleum ceiling, she

felt only relief. Her body seemed oddly weightless, as though gravity no longer existed. It

drifted upwards like a leaf.
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The grimy tiles parted, and she headed towards the sky. After thirty years, it was

finally quitting time. For once, she had an advantage over Ivan. Stupid gorilla.

Izabella could see her patron’s upturned face and goodbye wave. ‘Thanks for the

fortunes!’ she cried. Her expression looked radiant, beautiful.

‘Any time.’

Izabella could hardly wait to see the world outside her booth. After so many years,

she had a lot of catching up to do. For the first time in her life, she couldn’t care less what the

future held.
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Cauline Auric’s Notebook

By Diane R. Wiener

Content Warnings: racism, metaphysics, alienation.

Not your thing? Skip to page 15 for the next story.

***

Dehiscence (Preface)

Cauline initially thought her name derived from Kali, inferred it was related to cauliflower,

and, regardless, was grateful that the second choice of Waif had been rejected. The name

stemmed from itself, an incomprehensible notion when her Jewish metaphysician parents had

attempted to explain this to her as a child. Friends, when she had them, called her Caul for

short. She didn’t mind, until High School biology, when she’d learned this meant the fold of

fat covering intestines or the amnion portion covering a foetus’s head. Hoping to avoid the

expansive tendency towards imagined suffocation, she opted for the revised Cal or Caw,

because she was, after all, a fairy.

At approximately the same time, she began the unoriginal but, to her, seemingly

bewitching process of identity formation which grew out of separation (from her family, and

altogether). She wrote self-referential, occasionally pedantic verse from prose, not

immediately knowing this made her a metaphrast. Pre-verse (‘stage 1’) prose pieces were like

this:

You can have the keep-away last strands of snapped umbilicus

I’m reminded of upon seeing the threads hanging from the

ceiling fan as they unravel (since cotton is said not to break)

then become wrapped around and stuck among the blades.

A Writer was what she was and would stay – not become. Also a researcher, correctly

interpreting research’s indispensable alliance with fine literature. She concluded, based on

hypotheses formed via empirical reasoning, that M was the most important letter because
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(among other reasons), being at the alphabet’s significant halfway point, it initiated mid-life

(a time of presumed peace), began all words having the prefix meta- and, as the thirteenth

letter, metaphorically represented lunar stages.

During bored moments among peers in history class, carefully using her margins and

pocket dictionary, she gradually converted all known words beginning with meta- into

narrative forms, imagining the day she would publish a catalogue of her favourites. These

narrations revolved around her perceptions of the intrinsic relational patterns among and

between geological and biological entities.

Some excerpts from Cauline’s tenth-grade notebook follow.

*

1. Metamorphism (the line up of chromosomes during metaphase)

Writing lenses span

wide-angle three-dimensional

regions people unconcerned

if a particle or wavelength

defines when they are

rapture-held pitch-tight containers

inside emitting words

Rocks can be sustainers or killers, rocksteady or rockslide. They can, like Kali,

destroy or create us. Our hands are isomers, but which one is measured against which is not

necessarily clear. To reconstruct igneous rocks and possibly earthen crusts using isotopic

patterns, Silicon Dioxide, Calcium and Magnesium Oxide need to form, and if Carbon,

Hydrogen and Nitrogen are available, life might form from rock – simulating the first rock

would lead to the conifer, creature, beast, and then breath.

Keeping track with carbon dating pushes away the fear of death even if alleged life

can be repetitively, ‘artificially’ created. We conjecture that a so-called re‑enactment of the

origin of earth and its species would be artificial and not natural as we simultaneously

presume that the beginning of life among rocks and organisms was natural and not artificial.

However, we are uncertain and cannot really prove what happened or even, at times, what

now happens or is happening. This confusion is also often true of our memories of the past

(which doesn’t mean we shouldn’t believe survivors – of course we should). Nothing can be

kept constant; even as we walk near and away from the trees, their leaves break and limbs
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incline; they are growing silently within themselves, ring-forming. The trees are not the same

the second after we look at or touch them – they have changed as soon as we have been there,

and while it is not because of us that this change occurs, our human language most easily

allows and possibly encourages us only to express this experiential observation in terms of

the human and not the arboreal ‘point-of-view.’

During metaphase, chromosomes line up along an imaginary plate. We don’t really

know against what they have lined up or what, if any, standard is being met. The ‘decisions’

that chromosomes make are not within our realm of understanding, even if we aren’t

anthropomorphic about them in our conversation, and they ultimately decide virtually

everything about us – except the choices we make. It appears that we cannot conceptualize,

even with innate, sophisticated genetic material and readily available, diverse scientific

information, the origins of our identifications as unique and essential, sentient beings.

*

2. Metafiction (self-reflective fiction; a unit of fiction and its contents)

Each street has its own meniscus. Going around the same block over and over again

can’t ever really happen. We go around the street, and it’s a corner of a country into whose

life we are now potentially privy.

I walk up the street. I am in Fort Green. There’s the subway, just three steps away

from me. The third step and I’m in Calcutta. Beside me is a family in hunger. Up the block

are the university, a movie theatre modelled after the Thalia, and too many white people to

count. Tripping into the gutter, I turn my head and see the San Francisco skyline. The

requisite fog foams over the bridge’s lips. Squinting, I want to find the sun. Leaning towards

the left on the top of Twin Peaks, I bump into a stone with my binoculars, and it’s

mid-afternoon in Palestine. It’s the northern rim, Rosh Ha’Nikra, near Lebanon, where two

bombs have imploded the grocery bags of a civilian chef on his way home to make dinner for

his now-widowed wife and fatherless children at whose table I am seated, eating bread and

unseen. I bend down to pick up a crumb, notice the mountains out the window, then a crack

in the 1930’s European import tiles.

I touch a damaged tile and am bitten by a spider on a hill in the White Mountains in

New Hampshire. Cold, slipping on ice, and shocked from the bite’s sting, I slide down into an

oak grey and maroon bank. Squeezing the pain which has shot numbingly up my arm, I am

sitting in a Public Health Clinic getting my pressure taken in Yuma. My PPD test is negative,
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but the bloodwork hasn’t come out too well. I shake my head, and a lizard has alighted in my

hair. The mango trees shade the birds in Kingston. They fly close to my watch, and as I turn

to caress them, a lioness charges towards an ibex in the Kenyan background. Ibex blood

spatters my glasses, and, cleaning the lenses, I wipe my shirt against the grass by a mangrove

whose roots are filled with bugs not much bigger than I am. Not wanting to deliberately

create harm, I don’t remember they might eat me and wince at the reflection from headlights

on a Land Rover in the outback. Looking up at the night sky, the northern lights spinning

towards nothing in particular but, of course, profound, I spin myself towards remembering

things that never happened to me, and I miss the train.

*

Notes for Entries-in-Progress

3. Metempsychosis (transmigrate–animate–soul; reincarnation)

Lava. not meta-, but not ‘crazy’ either

4. Metathesis (double decomposition in chemistry; old form of modern English)

metaphrases translate analogies from geo to bio to geo rock stemming

5. Metaplasm (non-living materials in protoplasm; transpose, change words)

cyborgs do have feelings

6. Metasomatism (replacing of one mineral by another with melting)

wax

Nazism

the Middle Passage

Fighting Fish breeding in foam nests
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Grave’s First Day

by Lisa Shapter

Content Warnings: off-screen violence alluded to

Not your thing? Skip to page 29 for the next story.

***

My sleep was troubled by the sound of two strangers’ voices talking in low tones over my

hospital bed. I was no longer in a tank on the generation ship. I was not in a transport’s

automated clinic, either: the sheets were thicker and the pillow softer than field standard; the

blanket was a light, thermal one rather than the field’s heavy wool; and there were the

unmistakable sounds of vital sign monitors, muffled footsteps and equipment carts in the

corridor. I was not on any ship.

Nothing hurt, and my whole body seemed to be there, but I was tired, and the indistinct

conversation bothered me. Then quick footsteps came through the door and stopped.

I woke up fully at a third person’s voice, louder than the other two.

‘Oh, I’m sorry, sir. Magistrate. I must have got turned around. I was looking for–’

People still spoke Earth’s one language, Lingua Franca, and that was a New Orleans

accent.

The local commander – it had to be the hospital’s CO – answered in accentless Nav

Standard, and as only a senior officer would.

‘Not at all, Second Lieutenant Quintanilla. I’ll walk you where you were headed.’

‘Tough thing to go through, the changes,’ the third man – Quintanilla – said, noticing

that I was ‘asleep’ and lowering his voice. ‘I’m not a candidate for the new kind of

motherhood, myself, but it’s good to wake up to friends at your bedside.’

Changes? There was no way I could be a mother.

‘Magistrate Urundi, if you’ll excuse me, I’m late for a dinner meeting,’ the hospital

CO said, getting to his feet with practised quiet. His bootsoles made a soft, indistinct sound –

not the typical squeak or thump – on the micro-surfaced floor. If the apparent grav went out

there was no ‘floor’ or ‘ceiling,’ but after training exercises most people forgot to walk

quietly.

‘Give my love to Rye,’ a woman’s low voice said next to my bed. She was no woman
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I knew.

‘Your standing within the command structure doesn’t mean you can be cheeky, Mister

Urundi.’

‘Yes, Papachka, there aren’t any secrets – except the ones we keep all the time,’ the

alto voice said quietly.

There were quick steps, a closing door with a word to the waiting lieutenant, and a

brisk return with a low reply no one else was supposed to hear.

‘Rainforce Xuande Urundi, your mother is officially “he,” she did not lose all her

children on world, and we are not changing men like her – with no more chance to assent

than we’ve given this unconscious soldier. This half of the base does not exist, and my

husband is not its CO.’  His tone became even gentler. ‘Do not make us marry my old

academy buddy; fostering her adoptive son was enough. Moi sin, join your co-father and me

for dinner, later. We don’t always get to see you when you’re here. Always tell the truth with

family – and keep your job out of your home.’

Secrets? How far in the future was I?

The local CO walked away from the bed. ‘We have been poor examples.’  The door

opened. ‘Come on, Lieutenant Quintanilla, this way. You took a left instead of a right.

Military school brats. I say that because I was one, lieutenant.’

‘Yes, sir. Spent part of my basic piloting hours running Daysky Prospects from New

Orleans, North America to East Base, Antarctica...’ The lieutenant continued to chat

nervously as his squeaking bootsteps faded.

Earth still existed, that was good. The military base system was still partly the same,

which was also good, although most schools and bases had been founded in ancient times for

the old national killing militaries. That meant there had been no more wars on Earth or her

oldest colonies since the starving times taught us we were all on the same level. The

military’s rank structure and protocol were still partly the same, but I didn’t know any of

these people. If I fell back asleep more years might pass; if I woke up, I would have to stay in

this time. I was not sure if I liked or could trust this person, and why was a cop sitting at my

hospital bed rather than a member of my family or one of my teammates from the Oriole?

‘I know you’re afraid,’ the woman-like voice said, speaking directly to me as if they

knew I was awake. ‘I know what it feels like to leave everything familiar behind.’ A warm

hand rested on mine. ‘It hasn’t been very long, Private Loubet. You’re at Proxima Centauri

Base, Farspace Exploratory Corps. You’ve saved five hundred and sixty-two lives, rescued

humanity’s ability to colonize the Milky Way galaxy, and permitted a string of medical
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breakthroughs – and made archaeologists and space historians very happy. Don’t you want to

see how a grateful Earth rewards its heroes, Private Loubet?’ A pause. ‘Not interested, hm? I

don’t blame you; no matter what you’ve done, the reward is usually a new assignment to a

new post – the Corps doesn’t rest on its laurels. You’re lucky: you can retire and go back to

Earth. Your hitch is done.’

I opened my eyes, thinking of my family, and fresh air, and real food.

‘I can go home?’

‘Mm-hm,’ the man next to my bed murmured with a nod.

He was dressed in the universally-familiar dark purple robes of the magistrate’s

office, and he held up an unchanged judicial insignia showing the ancient scale with a heart

and a feather. The cuff of the field uniform under his sleeve was the same earth-coloured

sleeve I had worn on the Oriole, and he briefly unfastened the robe to show me the only flag

he wore was the globe of humanity’s first world, Earth. I could also see that his patches and

insignia were all ones I had learned in basic, identifying him as Magistrate Urundi of Earth’s

Farspace Exploratory Corps. He even put one ankle on his knee to show me that field boots

had not changed from the model I had fastened around my ankles every morning on my ship.

This was less reassuring than he might have imagined: militaries were conservative

and seldom changed designs. Anyone could have checked reference files or seen and copied

what I had been wearing when I was brought to this hospital, unconscious. It might still be

very far in the future, there might have been a war, Earth’s governing ideals might have

changed, or her fragile environment become too much like her neighbours’. I looked at the

man again.

He was Central Asian by his looks and accent, about thirty, and scarred by some

ancient disease.

‘I know, I’m not pretty,’ he said, an amused and utterly un-insulted light coming into

his dark eyes. ‘There hasn’t been a plague or a disaster: of everyone on Earth, only my people

were dumb enough to settle an uncleared ancient battlefield.’

It wasn’t too far in the future, then – he talked about the last wars, and the starving

times, and the collapses of the ancient nation states the way I would.

‘I’ve been interviewed by military historians too. I won’t let them make pests of

themselves, Private Loubet.’

Oh, he grew up among those people. No one else but that little cult would settle there,

refusing all offers of help, government services, or modern infrastructure, and not even letting

anyone inspect the corroding weapons around them. There was a standing offer to resettle
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them, untroubled, anywhere less dangerous – always refused. The very few who left were

always interviewed by military historians for what remote scans could not tell them.

Protective fields would keep everyone beyond their territory safe from the failure of an

ancient bomb or bioweapon. The battlefield people were the only ones who castrated,

shunned and exiled any of their boys who asked to leave. This man must have really wanted

to join the Corps if he’d gone through that in order to present himself on the doorstep of a

military prep school. Career soldier: he could have retired after fifteen years in, but he had

nothing to go back to. I really had woken up to the same military I had enlisted in.

‘Are you going to tell me my duty to the Corps, sir?’

‘No,’ he said, firm but amused. ‘I’ll do everything in my power to compel the Corps

to oblige your wishes. You left us while you were in a bit of a quandary about your future,

Private Loubet. We’ll give you time; I presume you haven’t spent your time asleep thinking.

And my name’s “Rainforce,” unless you want to stick to “officer,” “councillor,” or “fearful

representative of the majesty of the law.”’

He smiled, trying to make friends, trying to get me to laugh. I still had too many

questions about when it was.

‘My name’s Gravenhague, magistrate. Are my family dead?’

‘No, actually. You have all the same relatives, your teammates from the Oriole are

fine...’ He caught himself. ‘Let me explain. I am Exploratory Corps Magistrate Rainforce

Urundi, your legal military guardian and advocate. I was appointed by Nis Seven, who started

you on your adventure with ancient medicine. He writes me every week...’

‘He’s alive?’

‘You saved his life.’ Urundi nodded with a broad smile. ‘You saved the lives of every

human being on Nis’ generation ship: so Mr. Penrhyn Hannis Seawell the Forty-First – sorry,

Private Seawell – he enlisted in gratitude to you. His older brother Rhyn Seven and his

younger brother Sea Seven are very much alive, settled on a thriving colony world, and

bedevilled by the entire next cohort of their six eleven-year-old brother-sons. Nis is the father

of several adopted children and a four-year-old created by new medical advances that you are

responsible for, and he and his husbands are very happy. I did their wedding.

‘Since it still takes months to contact them by interstellar relay, and longer to contact

anyone on Earth via military-to-civilian protocols, he insisted I visit you frequently,

unremittingly harassed technological historians and medical specialists about the quality of

your care, and appointed me your military legal guardian with an architecture presuming you

might outlive me and all my non-existent magistrate great-grandchildren.’ He smiled without
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bitterness. ‘I’m glad you’re awake, I’d run out of synonyms in Earth’s old ArtLang for

“resting comfortably” and “sleeping peacefully,”’ he said, dropping into Nis Seven’s archaic

language for those two phrases. The warring Earth Nis’ family had left had not been united

simply by another clunky attempt to invent a universal language. Lingua Franca's predecessor

had possessed a charmingly awkward vocabulary of eight hundred words; it was difficult to

think of synonyms.

‘You learned his language.’

‘It only seemed polite. I had to learn a new language when I was a young adult, too.

It’s a strain, sometimes.’

‘There were other people on that generation ship. We thought it was a relic.’

‘Nis Seven, his older brother Rhyn Seven, and his younger brother Sea Seven. From

cohort seven of an eight thousand year, one hundred cohort slowship mission to colonize the

Helix Nebula. They owe their lives to you, as do all of their unborn little brothers. We

rescued every single stored embryo on that ship. Though it doesn’t make up for...’ He caught

himself again. ‘I am sorry, Private Loubet; your daughter has died.’

I’d only known her as an enlistment donation authorization form; she could have been

created in a lab for any purpose at any time since I hit space. I pictured a child, a teenager, an

old woman. I felt too confused to feel sad.

‘How old was she?’

‘Embryonic, and death was instantaneous. Still, she should have been here to meet

you.’

‘Oh, God.’ It was hard to know what to make of the news. It did mean I was within a

hundred and fifty years, a lifetime, of my enlistment date, but I could not know when Nis had

settled down or if his people aged differently than their modern counterparts.

‘You see, the other thing you need to know is that we lost a transport ship, the

Virgo-class Hera: all ten thousand women and their unborn children, all hundred thousand

stored embryos – including your daughter – died when the ship suffered a catastrophic failure

in the nav sector just past the four-three.’

Sol’s Planet Three in the Orion Spur: Homenav, our solar system, the coordinates

even the most junior Nightsky-man or -woman knew.

Magistrate Urundi went on, ‘No women serve in farspace any longer. You won’t see

any women in the Corps unless you opt for a career within our solar system’s Kuiper Belt.

Only the medical advances created by your saving Nis

five-hundred-and-seventy-five-year-old generation ship, and all his cloned, unborn brothers,
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have let humanity continue colonising space.’

‘We’re not just putting his embryonic clones in artificial wombs...?’

Urundi picked up on my ‘we.’ The tilt of his head and way he crossed his legs, the

confidential note in his voice, his whole way of being in his body shouted that he was

male-exclusive, like me. Presumably, his original culture did not let people be themselves in

ways that did not fit the group’s strictly limited roles or expectations, but most male- or

female-exclusives settled into a no-big-deal self-presentation by the time they were eighteen:

this behaviour was irritating for a man in his mid-thirties living in Earth’s

accepting-of-every-variety-and-difference culture. On most of humanity’s worlds, differences

did not matter beyond a brief nod of ‘I-see-we-are-in-the-same-club.’ I tried to start making a

list of what did not bother me about Magistrate Urundi.

‘No, humanity is not genetically idiotic,’ the magistrate said dryly. ‘The wealthy

eccentric who built the ship and populated it with clones of himself wasn’t either: egocentric,

but not stupid. The final generations of clones are hermaphroditic and have mechanisms to

create healthy offspring from a limited genetic pool. He assumed, bisexual old lecher, that

technology would advance, and future men and women would catch up with his slowship’s

colonists and throw themselves at his distant descendants, populating a second Earth.’

‘Ew.’

‘Or they’d just interbreed with their cohort of siblings.’

‘Oh... that’s horrible.’

‘The shrinks will ask again, but you didn’t feel an overwhelming sense of attraction

towards Nis Seven, did you?’

Nis Seven had known his ship was failing: his one surviving older brother had

expected all of them to die. Additional clone gestation tanks were apparently the generation

ship’s only form of medical care. The one ready tank had not been for me; it was for Rhyn.

When I’d crawled back into the tank room after the blast, had Nis run to save either of his

brothers from rooms closer to the explosion? No. He’d dragged me, hurt himself, slipping on

my blood, not knowing as much first aid as any recruit in basic or even the simplest rescue

carry, and had put me in the tank that could have saved his life. We had met ten minutes

earlier; he’d known nothing about me, or the future, or my time, and he’d hauled me onto his

shoulder, put me into the tank, and pushed me under, activating the controls. Rather than

thinking of me as a stranger from outside his family or an alien type of person from the

future, Nis had acted the way I had thought only modern people would, out of altruism.

I’d expected to hear he was dead. The original Penrhyn Hannis Seawell might have
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been a lecherous, self-centred ideologue with the money to fund a private astronomical folly,

but Penrhyn Hannis Seawell the Forty-First was his opposite.

My team on the Oriole had expected to find no one alive on a drifting relic slowship:

there never were any people alive on those degraded hulks now, and in previous centuries the

ones who had been were never sane. My CO had ordered me in because I knew ArtLang the

best: I’d belonged to the ArtLang Club in high school, I’d be able to read the labels under the

blinking red alarm lights. Now I felt something profound for Nis Seven: relief that I would be

able to write to him.

Urundi had been joking, but if the military was now single-sexed, then it had probably

revived ancient neuroses about relationships. Nis had been, in a sense, a member of the

Corps’ predecessor, his actions making him more than worthy to enlist. His first ‘Hello,

spaceman’ had sounded sly and almost seductive, but he had heard my ‘suit’s’ footsoles thirty

meters off, checking each room. I suppose if it hadn’t been a first-contact situation, there

could have been some kind of spark. I did not answer the magistrate’s question.

‘They’ll be more interested in what you remember from the sleep training while you

were in the generation ship’s gestation tank,’ he said. ‘Did it still work? Did you get any of

the information or education a growing clone on that ship would need, or was there some

other plan to teach them interstellar astronomy and agriculture?’

‘Ah, I won’t be much help to historians, Mag–’ my advocate opened his mouth to

correct me, but I did so myself ‘–Rainforce. I remember generation one’s training on ship

mock-ups, the elderly couple who volunteered to raise and educate them, and the small plot

of land the whole test facility was on, but the memories have degraded. They’re vague and

dreamlike. Unless I had the generation ship’s computer to prompt me about the lessons it

gave me, I’d have to stand there and think about how to do anything. In a few generations no

one on that ship would grow up knowing anything of use. There must have been something

wrong with the computer as well as the engine if the stored lessons for later-growing clones

were in that bad shape. Did they have any other kind of record-keeping or education?’

‘The shrinks and historians will want to know what you remember, first. You’re the

first person who’s come out of one of those tanks coherent – or alive.’

I thought about it, still struggling to calculate from inadequate information how old

Nis must be right now. We were about the same age when we met, early twenties, but there

wasn’t enough information to work out how long I’d been out, sleeping in his ship’s tank or

unconscious in this hospital.

My hands looked the same, not like someone’s a generation older than me. Even
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without work or exposure to any world’s sun the backs of my hands should have looked

older.

‘Um, Rainforce. How long has it been?’

‘Oh! It’s 5327 H.D. You’ve been out for seventeen years. Your relatives are all alive.

Your teammates from the Oriole are also all alive and retired to Earth or successful colony

worlds. I have their current addresses right here, you can write them once you’ve been

debriefed.’

I tried to imagine everyone I knew seventeen years older, one by one: each member of

my family, each member of my team, Nis himself.

‘You should have said that first.’

‘Private, all travel by fastship in farspace involves time travel. They tell you that in

basic when you’re preoccupied with a hundred other things, and they never explain it in

detail, but every soldier who leaves Earth will find that the date doesn’t match his time in

service when he returns. Not the relativistic time effects that the ancients posited before

actual spaceflight, but small, necessary artifacts of how fastships move.’

‘You know, I did pass basic,’ I said tartly.

‘I get the sense I won’t be signing permanent adoption papers here,’ he said in exactly

the same tone I had used.

‘Well, you still should have told me that first,’ I said, as if arguing with a cousin rather

than correcting my guardian.

‘Gravenhague, the shrinks instructed me not to shock you, to break it to you gently.

They didn’t think I should open the conversation with “Hi, you’ve been asleep for seventeen

years. Want to read ‘Rip Van Winkle’ or The Sleeper Awakes or perhaps some ancient Celtic

mythology about abductions by the fae?”’

The problem with this guy was he had that cynical sense of humour lifers get, the kind

of ugly, unfunny sense of humour ancient soldiers, police, and medical triage workers

developed because they’d seen so much death. But I was lucky he was a lifer, a career

soldier; a lot of enlistees quit after their first five years. He could have quit a few years into

this thankless, difficult job and handed off to some more distant magistrate who cared less. I

had been thinking about my own options since my first hitch was nearly up. If I stayed

beyond five years I’d be in for ten, and fifteen years was an average career – Urundi was in

for good, a choice usually made only by soldiers who’d opted for colony worlds.

I had already stopped seeing the damage to his face: his eyes were lit up with a smile

as if he really had known me before I was out. No doubt he’d read my record and consulted
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my family, trying to guess what I would want or what might be in my best interest if I never

woke up or some miscalculation of ancient (well, six-hundred-year-old) medicine poisoned,

maimed, or killed me. Rainforce had watched over me as the only son he would ever have,

and he had kept Nis (whose whole family and purpose had been seeing that ship to a distant

nebula) from staying on this base and sitting in that chair and staring at me for seventeen

years. I’d had the same education clones received and heard the views he had as I’d tried to

convince him to leave – he would have wasted his life doing that if someone modern hadn’t

intervened. I shut my eyes and wondered if I wanted to live in this time again.

‘You would have been out of your own time no matter what you did, Grave. You

enlisted: the rest is a matter of severity. I’m supposed to try to–’ Rainforce moved his

shoulders in a helpless shrug ‘–“normalise” your unique and usually fatal experience, to

guess what you would feel and want – not your relatives on Earth, or your doctors, or

Command. Does that help?’

I had been plunged into a tank of five-hundred-and-seventy-five-year-old artificial

amniotic fluid, which I breathed and swallowed and which had gotten into every one of my

burns and wounds, fluid that had held at least seven strangers from embryo to age

twenty-five, and all their bodily processes, and an unknown number of injured, sick, or dying

clones. Fortunately, my mouth didn’t taste like anything, or I might have grabbed for a basin

at the thought. I moved all my limbs and took a deep breath: everything worked, I was awake,

this military was my military, I still served Earth, and this era was my time. Everyone I knew

was still alive – I had not been in the service that long – and I had saved Nis’ life. Now I was

just back where I had been before I’d had orders to board the relic ship. My hitch was up, but

I could stay in if I wished to: so did I want to stay in? Why?

‘You said I could retire.’

‘Yes, you’ve been in fifteen years, a normal career, and you’ve done nothing to fuck

up your record–’ Rain smiled, meaning I’d been asleep ‘–and I really meant it, you have

honours and commendations out the ears for saving all those lives and keeping colonisation

possible.’

‘I talked to Nis for ten minutes and didn't catch his ship's engine before it went.’

‘You were in contact with your ship the whole time: you cleared half of Nis’ ship and

read them its diagnostics. So you told your teammates what was wrong with the ship and

where to find Nis and the stored embryos. Nis pointed your teammates to his two brothers.

His ship could do things we can only learn from, including saving your life – we might’ve

fixed the hole in your chest but breathing high-temperature combustion’s a tougher problem –
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and how to perpetuate humanity without women.

‘Nis’ originator would have been wealthier without the failed marriages, but the

historians will also ask why he was trying to colonize space without women.’ Rain shrugged.

‘I wouldn’t do anything consequential without them, but I grew up in a place that never

listened to them.’

Rain had to be doing the best he could: the shrinks and the doctors were the ones

who’d have all the right words and kind phrases. He was just sitting here so I wouldn’t wake

up alone in a strange room. I’d come this close to waking up with one of his cloned

great-grandchildren sitting over me instead.

‘You haven’t been sitting here for seventeen years.’

‘No, but I come back as often as I can and write your new CO, Major Tsiolkovsky,

every time Nis writes me. We’re good friends, now.’

I decided not to mention what I overheard when I first woke up.

‘“Major?” That’s a command rank?’

‘Yes, your base commander is a major. There are only five hundred thousand soldiers

in space – in the Milky Way galaxy – not the million that you remember. Seventeen years

ago, about every ninth soldier lost a child, and every hundredth lost a mother, a sister, or an

aunt on the Hera. It hasn’t been great for recruiting or retention.’

‘So we’re all male-exclusives out here? I mean, who has kids with who on colony

worlds? And how?’

‘If you opt for a colony world – I’ve been told to phrase everything in terms of your

future career track, presuming you don’t retire – then you would serve with a handful of other

men. One of them would carry and birth the team’s children, your children. I know – we’re

all still getting used to it. Hermaphroditic clones, remember? Well, the advance is you can

roll a young adult back to puberty and convince his body to be partly female for decades at a

time. No, the volunteers don’t much like it, either. What else are we going to do? Hopefully,

you’ll miss the artificial womb catastrophe films – you were in a gestation tank, you can

imagine the possibilities better than most.’

Rainforce tightened his mouth. ‘I’m not supposed to sit here talking to you, Grave.

I’m supposed to call the shrinks and doctors the moment you wake up. I’ve had a medscanner

trained on you this whole time: if it so much as chirped I would hit the panic switch, and

three teams of dedicated specialists would be in here in a quarter of a minute. But I didn’t

think that was kind; it’s enough to deal with one stranger and only a few hard facts at a time. I

know what it feels like to leave everything familiar behind; I’ve been through it, too.’
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All my family, now older, were back on Earth; all my buddies from basic and my

teammates from the Oriole had retired. Nis Seven was a middle-aged father and husband. I

still felt like I was four years out of basic, not twenty years older. The man at my bedside was

a mid-career magistrate who could have stayed at his desk thousands of kiloparsecs away,

signed (or not signed) a medical authorisation form every so often, written Nis a series of

placating messages, and told my family on distant Earth that the doctors were ever so sorry

about my irreversible unconsciousness. Instead, he’d regularly travelled months out of his

way to sit at a perhaps permanently unresponsive stranger’s bedside, appreciated the

magnitude of the shock I was feeling, and taken up every meaning of the word ‘advocate.’

Putting on his boots, I’d have felt a little awkward breaking all of this news to a

stranger, too. This was his best effort to be nice about it, to be genuinely kind. This was the

only friend I had in this time, and he could go back to his desk and sign off on his obligation,

now that I was awake. What had I been expecting when I woke up, anyway? Everyone from

the Oriole around me? All my relatives from Earth – now all twenty years older at the snap of

a finger? This was another time, and I was still bound by my enlistment oath: I had to start

over again.

‘I’m sorry I was irritable with you, Rain. Even if it had only been one year, it would

all have been a shock.’

‘We’ll get through this together. My experience was not your experience, but I think

I’ll understand. I went through it, too.’ Rain smiled. ‘I was a lot worse than irritable.’ He had

kept his hand, warm and still, on mine for the whole conversation. I imagined reaching to

touch only the warm, wet glass of the tank: in reality, I remembered nothing after Nis Seven

had pushed me under. That poor kid who could barely do algebra and who had only the

dimmest notion of ancient medicine had saved my life. He’d already been through everything

I was just going through now.

‘Is he happy, Nis Seven? How many husbands did he marry?’

‘Nineteen.’ Rainforce was not joking, for once.

I could have said a lot of things. Instead I said, ‘That’s ambitious.’

‘They’re very happy. His first husband and the world’s bearer – his wife – make sure

no one intimidates him. Nis rescued the teams and children from seven failing colony worlds:

thirty-nine people, half of them children – whom he adopted – born before the recall of

women to nearspace. There are some commendations that only you and he share:

commendations the military has not used since the abolishment of combat.’ He smiled. ‘And

they’ll all have to hold him back from coming to see you.’
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Given fastship travel speeds, that would take him from his family, from his spouses,

and his two grown brothers, and his children, for six months to a year: no.

‘I’m sure he has plenty on his mind with a new world and a large family, please tell

him not to drop everything to see me. I need to sort out what I’ll be doing and where I’ll be

posted to, first.’

‘Staying in?’

‘Earth would be worse of a shock. I’d love to see my family, but I wouldn’t break

atmosphere after going home.’

If I had been quitting, that would have been one thing, but I was here to serve out my

oath, not wallow in homesickness and grief for the time I could never return to. I tried sitting

up, and Rain handed me the control for the bed, putting down the medscanner only for an

instant. I raised the headboard of the hospital bed: I was in thermals and had all the usual

leads and tubes for an unconscious soldier.

The moment I said anything, everything would happen at the rush this man was

holding back: the teams of medical specialists, the historians’ interviews, all the schedules

and procedures to ready me for active service and reassignment. Training would be on top of

recuperation, if I knew this military, and I would be assigned to a transport out as soon as

there was a projected date for me to finish recuperation. Rain had not mentioned disability,

and going back to Earth was a choice, not a medical necessity. The military was now

understaffed by fifty percent  and I’d be at some new post before I knew what’d happened.

This man was my only friend and ally. He might have been here to see me, but he didn’t

always manage to have dinner with his two fathers – and he had been in constant touch with

Nis.

I doubted ‘military advocate’ was his regular post: he must have investigated criminal

cases all over this nav sector, or perhaps more than one. A different, more ordinary, rush

would happen for him, and we would lose touch. I didn’t want to be absolutely alone in

farspace reading about the retirement hobbies of my friends from the Oriole on Earth. Likely

no one on my new post knew much about the service’s new secrets or the science from Nis’

ship which had made them possible. I suspected I would be told, perhaps by Major

Tsiolkovsky, to shut up about everything Rain had not been supposed to mention.

‘I’m sure the shrinks will question my judgement...’ I said, reaching for Rain’s

judicial datatablet on the bedside table.

‘If you’re going to propose, Grave, there’s one critical thing you need to know about

me...’ Rain said in his low, feminine voice.
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‘Figured that out, thanks: I’m the only son you’ll ever have. I’m not proposing; I want

to be your son rather than your ward.’

Rainforce left to walk to the door-side intercom, briskly, calm. He either expected

some rash choice or – no, he must have thought I didn’t really mean it. Why should he have

meant it when he’d agreed to watch over a stranger for seventeen years?

He tapped in the location code and thumbed the button in a single gesture.

‘Wooster – yes, he’s awake like the doctors predicted. Could you and Rye come here

to witness a short cerem... no, not that.’ Rainforce interrupted a sudden, joking

‘congratulations!’ and other muffled words. ‘Sorry to... yes, I know. Thanks.’

There was another thing I ought to figure out before my CO arrived, and I started

making statements about my future.

‘If I want a post on a colony world, do I now have to volunteer to carry children?’

‘Yes, but we’ve already screened you for that, and you’ve washed out. The doctors

can explain if you want details. We need men willing to serve on colony worlds: the changes

are a secret. We don’t tell most men of your rank, but it was a career track option the shrinks

wanted me to mention.’

‘Are you on my side or theirs?’

Rain tilted his head a little and looked at me, baffled I would have a moment of

confusion on that point.

‘Yours, son. Always and forever yours.’

All of his facade was gone: all of his humour and asides, all of his camp and

irreverence. This man was and would always be alone for reasons that had nothing to do with

being an exile, or a male-exclusive, or a cop. Nis Seven could have waited another moment

until I’d passed out; then he could have run for either of his brothers or gotten into that tank

himself. What were we doing, out here? What did the future ask of us?

I wanted help with everything that would come at me, but that was not the only thing I

needed to think about, and I was not the only person involved.

Rain had not said why he’d done this. I had not said why I was doing this, but I think

we had the same reasons.

‘Papa, then,’ I said, realizing too late I was using the same gentle tone Major

Tsiolkovsky had used. ‘What do you want to be called? Dad? Pops?’ I took his hand because

he’d sat quickly and was suddenly pale. His hand slid off the datatablet and knocked the

stylus to the floor. ‘Father?’

When my commander and his ‘colleague’ came in, Rain was still crying, and I was
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hugging him, patting his back, saying, ‘Pa, it’ll be alright.’

I turned to the two of them. ‘He’s had a bad shock today, too much at once.’

I did not push Rain off or tell him to stop crying: what would I have done if the

soldier I’d spent my whole career watching over, praying over, defending, reassuring my

family about, arguing with doctors about suddenly woke up? I’d have expected him to say,

‘Thanks, now call my CO, I’m leaving here forever – back to Earth or out to the stars,’ not to

see or think of that seventeen-year obligation.

I turned to Rain and said to him, ‘Pa, I’m a grown man, I’ll be alright...’

He made an odd noise. Right, his family had kicked him out and never asked if he

lived or died.

‘Do you think you can do this, Pa? I mean...’

‘Today you were born, you’ve grown, you’re re-enlisting, and you’ll be leaving – all

in the same day. It’s just like my life for nothing to be ordinary,’ Rain said, picking up his

datatablet, wiping his face, and finding the adoption form with the press of a pressure switch.

‘Rye – sorry, Major Goddard, Major Tsiolkovsky, today I’m making legal what has been true

for a long time: Gravenhague Loubet is my son.’ He put a steadying hand on my arm.

‘Gravenhague Urundi Loubet,’ I said, correcting my father with a smile.
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The Carnary’s Calling

by Sharon Overend

Content Warnings: none

Not your thing? Then this is the end.

***

I call him. Yeah, well, old habits die hard. Besides, if anyone’s going to understand what

being fired from the portrait studio will do to my ego, it’ll be him, but he says he doesn’t

know what to say. That’s a first. My ex-husband always has something to say. Maybe I was

hoping he’d tell me it was their loss, that they never deserved someone with my talent in the

first place. Then again, he might just as easily have said it figures I couldn’t hold onto

anything, like a job, or him. But nope. He just says he has to go.

‘Thanks for nothing,’ I holler into the phone, but he’s already gone.

The wide leather strap of my camera bag digs into my shoulder. I adjust it to ease the

pain barrelling across my back.

Bad attitude, my ass. That idiot manager doesn’t have the first clue what it takes to get

a great portrait. And he sure as hell doesn’t know the first thing about what I’ve been going

through.

Whatever. I’m done with him, and I’m done with photography. I haven’t got the

stomach for this beating-my-head-against-a-brick-wall crap anymore. I push back my

shoulders as much as the million-pound camera bag will let me. Half a block before the bus

stop, the bus, my bus, zooms past. Off-peak hours mean a thirty-minute wait. I have nowhere

to be, but still, thirty minutes feels too long to waste staring up the street. I turn toward a

nearby lane, a shortcut that will have me home to my empty apartment in twenty-six minutes.

It’s a grey day. My neck is sticky wet, and my bra’s punishing underwire traps a pool

of perspiration along its length. The mounting heat and humidity make pulling in a full breath

difficult. I travel down the lane. I’m not lifting my feet high enough, so the soles of my

running shoes drag and clunk against the uneven pavement. I stop midway, lift the bag off my

shoulders and lower it to my feet. A stretch of my neck this way and that. The strained

muscles prickle. Pressing my back against a graffiti-covered cinderblock wall, I slide to the
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ground. Crouched like that, my body folded into my raised knees, the first wave of panic

surges forward. I have to push hard against it, quickly, urgently, if there’s any hope of

blocking the tsunami of terror I know is coming. I close my eyes, drop my hands to the

tarmac and brace myself. Two deep breaths, a third and fourth. On the fifth extended inhale,

the brain swirl begins to slow. I keep my eyes shut. Tears pool inside the grey-black. My

heart and my soul hurt. Every nerve ending in my body feels raw, stripped, exposed. I know

I’ve got to get up, move on, but I’m not ready. Reality can wait. I’ve just decided staying

glued to a graffiti wall and never returning to my life might actually be the best idea I’ve ever

had when a melancholy strumming wobbles toward me.

Fingernails dragged the length of a wiped-clean chalkboard. My teeth itch.

I snap open my eyes. Twenty feet away, a woman in a yellow sundress sits on the

back stoop of a small church, a guitar in her lap. Her head is lowered, her attention focused

on her moving fingers. My pulse quickens. Each jagged nerve ending sparks like a frayed

electrical cord. Maybe if she played through an entire song instead of stopping every two

seconds to scribble notes on the sheet music in front of her, it wouldn’t be so bloody

irritating. I’m seriously considering stomping over to her and giving her what for, but then

she does play through an entire piece.

Music, familiar yet wondrously new and fresh, drifts over me. Colour swirls inside the

soft, wispy notes – sapphire, violet, magenta – one flowing into the next. For a second time

since arriving in this spot, I close my eyes. I imagine I’m levitating, then floating above the

asphalt. The song ends, and like a helicopter seed, I twirl gently back to earth. My pulse and

breathing have calmed, the throbbing in my temples stopped.

I peer through the gauzy summer haze. The woman sits crumpled over her guitar. Her

shoulders shake. She’s crying.

I cover the distance between us.

‘You okay?’

She glances up, shielding her eyes. A weary smile creeps across her face.

‘It’s these lyrics.’ She indicates a notebook propped open with a sandal. The sheet

music she’s been writing on lies next to it and is held down by a second sandal. Both pieces

of paper wave up at me from beneath their shoe anchors. ‘My girl wrote them. She writes the

lyrics. I compose the music.’

‘Right.’ I rub an open palm up and down my forearm.

‘Pretty sure she’s telling me we’re over.’

‘Right,’ I repeat. I don’t know what else to say.
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‘I can’t do this now.’ She returns the guitar to its case, then the notebook and sheet

music. She lowers the lid and flips the latching lock into place. ‘Impressive.’ She points

across the lane to my camera bag. ‘You a photographer?’

‘Not anymore.’ I stab my toe into the ground. ‘Been working down at the portrait

studio in the mall.’

‘Quit?’

‘Fired.’

‘Huh.’ She leans back against the top step. A whiff of vanilla bodywash swirls

between us. ‘Did you suck?’

‘The opposite. Too damn good.’

‘Annie Leibovitz good?’

I snort. ‘Yeah, Annie Leibovitz good.’

‘I’m Roselyn,’ she says, extending her hand forward.

I take it. ‘Georgia,’ I say.

‘Got any of your good stuff on there?’

‘Of course.’ I concede a smile.

‘Let’s have a look.’

I consider her, then decide what the hell.

‘Wow. You have a great eye,’ Roselyn says when I show her the last shots I’d taken of

my ex. ‘He looks so distant, maybe even a bit dangerous.’

‘He dumped me a week after I took these,’ I say.

‘Sorry.’ She passes back the camera.

I loop the strap over my neck but continue to hold the camera, its familiar weight

comfortable in my palm. Without intending to, I start telling her about my ex-husband.

‘He’s a jerk, but he was my jerk,’ I say when I’ve given her the five-minute version of

our ten-year relationship.

In turn, Roselyn tells me about her girlfriend. How they’d collaborated on two albums

before becoming romantically involved. How they’ve been together eight months, seven of

those good, but this past month, not so good; oh, and that her girlfriend is a pretty big

someone on the music scene. She drops the girlfriend’s name. Definitely a pretty big

someone.

‘She’s been riding my ass for weeks, telling me I need pictures, you know, a headshot

and some candid stuff for the album insert.’

‘Not a bad idea.’
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‘You know what, Georgia? The hell with those mall-tographers. I think the universe is

calling you. I think today’s the day you strike out on your own.’

‘Don’t really buy into all that universe-talking garbage.’

‘Yeah, well, I do,’ she says. ‘How about I give you five hundred dollars to take my

picture?’

I give her an up-and-down look. She’s got an Alanis Morissette kind of thing going

on. Nice bone structure. Wild hair. Wicked eyebrows. I could probably do something with

that face.

She stands and reaches for the church door. ‘We bought this place a couple of years

ago and converted it into a studio. The acoustics are amazing.’

Roselyn crosses the threshold before I’ve agreed to take her portraits. I follow

anyway. Inside, cool air washes forward. I pause and pull in a full breath. We pass into the

nave where threads of rainbow light slice through stain-glass windows. The room is filled

with instruments: a piano, a drum set, two guitar racks with four guitars each, three

microphone stands, speakers everywhere, and a recording booth across the back wall.

Persian-style area rugs lie scattered across the hardwood floor. A worn chaise and a wingback

chair wait in opposite corners. A hint of ancient floor polish and mahogany waft in the air.

Except for the cathedral ceiling, a balcony circling the back half of the nave, and those

windows, the space no longer resembles a church, but my body remembers – the smell, the

echo, the light.

‘I’ll just change.’ Roselyn disappears through the door marked ‘Rectory.’

While I wait, my eyes scan the room, searching for the best backdrop, but everything

is great. The top of my head tingles like it hasn’t in years.

‘This okay?’ Roselyn asks from behind me.

I turn and see she’s tamed her hair with a ponytail. She’s changed into a tapered blue

blouse and a multi-coloured peasant skirt. Three hangers holding three different outfits are

slung over her arm.

‘Sure.’

‘Music?’

‘Sure.’

Roselyn steps behind the bank of speakers. Instantly, the space comes alive with her

girlfriend’s powerhouse vocals. She reappears. Her face has changed. Sadness and joy wrestle

across her expression.
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‘Stop there. Great. Just like that. Perfect.’ I aim my lens toward her. The shutter click

sends chills down my arms. ‘Have a seat here.’

I guide her to a three-foot-wide window ledge. A prism of coloured light spills over

her shoulder. For the next few minutes, neither of us speak as I snap shot after shot.

‘Let’s move to the chaise.’

‘Should I change first?’ she asks.

‘If you want.’

She takes off her blouse and skirt in front of me, no awkwardness, but also no ‘look at

me’ thing going on. She pulls on a paisley-print dress, then lowers herself to the lounge. The

music changes from an F-U anthem to a heart-wrenching ballad. My breath catches. The very

breakup song that kept me just angry enough to manage my pain but not mad enough to

storm over to my ex’s new place with an assault weapon. I try to block out the lyrics in case

they seep through my skin, but the riptide pull of Roselyn’s music drags my feet out from

under me. I steady myself against a speaker.

‘Ah, Georgia, you’ve really had your heart broken,’ she says, flashing a

welcome-to-the-club smile.

‘Hasn’t everyone?’ I reach for a nearby guitar.

‘But you’re not over it yet.’ She takes the guitar and cradles it like a baby.

I clutch the camera tight against my chest. A familiar ache splays across my body.

‘Oh, I’m so over it.’

‘If you say so.’ She settles back against the chaise and stretches out her legs. ‘What ya

gonna call your new business?’

‘Nothing. Can’t see myself doing this crap much longer.’

‘Why?’

‘Gotta be realistic.’

‘Why wouldn’t you want to try?’

‘Too big a burden,’ I sigh. ‘I’ll probably go back to school. Maybe take an accounting

course.’

‘What’s a burden? Starting a business or sticking with photography?’

‘Both.’

‘Your well’s just dry.’

‘Nah, I’m sick of trying to make money at this gig.’

‘Art can’t be about making money,’ she says.
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‘Artists have to be paid for their work,’ I sneer because the music, remembering my

ex, and now talking about photography have gotten to me.

‘Of course, but here’s the deal.’ Her voice has taken on a breathless, excited tone. ‘I

work with vibrations, how this instrument vibrates to create this sound etc., so maybe

vibrations are my thing, but seriously, it’s about the vibrations you send out to the world.

Good or bad, that’s what’ll come back to you.’

Despite my heart fluttering like a gypsy moth, I roll my eyes, then point to the piano.

‘How about you vibrate over here?’

‘You’re laughing at me.’

‘Let’s spread out your sheet music.’ I ignore her hurt expression. ‘And now hold this

pen. Awesome.’

‘I thought about quitting music once, but I couldn’t. This is the only thing I’m any

good at.’ She smirks. ‘Annie Leibovitz good. Nothing makes me proud of myself the way my

music does.’

‘Turn this way. No, don’t smile.’

‘Besides, I’m not very pleasant to be around when I’m not creating. When did you

know photography was your calling?’

I straighten up. ‘Who says it is?’

‘Yeah, right,’ she snorts. ‘So when did it take over your life?’

‘Lean across the piano top.’

Without taking her eyes off me, Roselyn moves into the pose.

‘High school,’ I groan.

‘Who was your very first subject?’

‘This family,’ I say. She wasn’t giving up.

‘The whole family?’

‘Yeah. I had a friend with tons of siblings. They all looked alike – redheads with

freckle-splattered faces.’

‘So, why them?’

‘I thought it’d be cool to capture what was different about each person, but also what

was similar.’

Roselyn nods. ‘Their uniqueness and their commonality. Did they love your pictures?’

‘They did,’ I say. What I don’t say is that I’d recently run into my friend. She told me

her father died ten years earlier, and her youngest brother had committed suicide the previous
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spring. She thanked me for their portraits. She cried when she said she kept them by her

bedside.

I step back from the piano. Roselyn has reminded me who I used to be. Dangerous

territory.

The music crescendos.

‘You can’t walk away from this, Georgia.’

Oh, I can, I think. The second I get home this camera is going in the closet where

things go to die, like the Himalayan salt lamp that was supposed to vanish my sadness, and

my wedding album. I come toward her from the opposite angle

‘What about your responsibility to society?’ she asks.

‘Society’s not my problem.’ My lips are pressed against the back of the camera.

‘Sure it is. Artists are the sensitives, the canaries in the coalmine,’ she says. I raise an

eyebrow. I’ve heard this before. ‘But that’s a good thing. Our art is our comment on society,

what’s good and beautiful and what’s bad and ugly.’

‘Doubt a few pictures and some notes on a music sheet are going to save the world.’

She lifts her chin off her palm. Through the viewfinder I see her look of wonder. What

is she wondering? Whether I’m crazy? Or whether I’m right?

‘Don’t you see?’ she finally asks. ‘Because you were curious enough to want to know

who and what they were, those redheads have something of themselves to give future

generations. Your art did that.’

A shiver rolls across my arms. ‘Think that’s probably enough,’ I say and pull the

memory card from the camera. I hand it to Roselyn. She inserts it into her laptop.

A hushed silence descends as, freeze-frame after freeze-frame, my new friend’s love,

her longing, her pain flash across the screen.

‘Good god.’ Roselyn turns to me. Her eyes are moist, but she’s smiling, that same

weary smile I’d seen on the church steps. ‘So good.’

My knees go weak. A jumble of excitement and dread pool together in my belly. Like

a deflating balloon, the wind squeaks out of me, and I’m drifting down from the ceiling. I

ease onto the chaise and look away. Staring up at the nearest window, my eyes follow the

path of lead framing a sliver of lemon-yellow glass. Roselyn moves in close and rests her

hand on my shoulder. I feel the slight tremble.

‘Damn it,’ I mutter.

Her gentle laugh quivers the space between us.
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I pull my attention back to her and deliver my own meek smile. We both know she’s

right. Blessing or curse, like it or not, I am an artist. A goddamn canary.

Roselyn nods. She’s read my mind.

‘No way around it,’ she whispers. ‘It’s the canary’s calling.’
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